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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present Orcc1, an open-source develop-
ment environment that aims at enhancing multimedia de-
velopment by offering all the advantages of dataflow pro-
gramming: flexibility, portability and scalability. To do so,
Orcc embeds two rich eclipse-based editors that provide an
easy writing of dataflow applications, a simulator that allows
quick validation of the written code, and a multi-target com-
piler that is able to translate any dataflow program, written
in the RVC-CAL language, into an equivalent description
in both hardware and software languages. Orcc has already
been used to successfully write tens of multimedia applica-
tions, such as a video decoder supporting the new High Effi-
ciency Video Coding standard, that clearly demonstrates the
ability of the environment to develop complex applications.
Moreover, results show scalable performances on multi-core
platforms and achieve real-time decoding frame-rate on HD
sequences.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

12. [Systems and Middleware]: Tools; 5. [Mobile &
Multi-device]: Miscellaneous

Keywords

Multimedia development, Dataflow programming, Integrated
Development Environment (IDE), MPEG Reconfigurable Me-
dia Coding (RMC), High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC)

1. INTRODUCTION
The growing demand and popularity of multimedia tech-

nologies has made multimedia application mainstream and

1Orcc is available at http://orcc.sf.net
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is now used for a wide range of application domains. These
multimedia applications have been achievable thanks to the
advances in computing and communication technologies as
well as algorithmic techniques. However, the deployment of
these technologies is slowed down by the complex develop-
ment process of these multimedia applications that involve
time-consuming and error-prone tasks, and by the variety of
the multimedia devices available on the market that have to
support these multimedia applications.

In this paper, we present Orcc, an Integrated Development
Environment that aims to make easier multimedia develop-
ment by providing a set of modern tools based on dataflow
programming. In fact, dataflow programming reduces the
complexity of multimedia development by allowing a flexi-
ble development process, by describing the application in a
portable manner, and by allowing scalable performances of
the applications over multi-core platforms.

In the following, Section 2 gives an overview of dataflow
programming. In Section 3, we provide a presentation of the
main tools of Orcc and its implemented features. Finally, we
give some results in Section 4.

2. DATAFLOW PROGRAMMING
A dataflow program is defined as a graph composed of

a set of computational units interconnected by communica-
tion channels. In the dataflow approach, the communication
corresponds to a stream of data composed of a list of tokens.

During the last twenty years, dataflow programming has
been studied for the development of signal processing appli-
cations due to its consistency with the natural representation
of the processing of digital signals, and particularly:

• The opportunity to use visual programming to de-
scribe the interconnection between its components. Such
a graphical approach is very natural and makes it more
understandable by programmers that can focus on how
things connect.

• Its ability to express concurrency without complex syn-
chronization mechanism. The internal representation
of the application is a network of processing blocks that
only communicate through the communication chan-
nels, making the blocks independent and side-effect
free.



However, most of the studies on dataflow programming
focus on the statically schedulable dataflow Models of Com-
putation because of the efficiency of synthesis techniques on
such models. Unfortunately, they do not take into consider-
ation the expressiveness and the practicality offered to the
programmers by more general dataflow models, such as dy-
namic dataflow [10].

2.1 Enhancing multimedia development
In fact, dataflow programming can enhance the develop-

ment of multimedia applications thanks to the following abil-
ities:

• Modularity: The strong separation between the struc-
tural and behavioral modeling makes the application
description very modular. For instance, a component
can easily be replaced by another one while its inter-
faces (input and output ports) are strictly identical.
Moreover, such descriptions are typically hierarchical,
in that a component of the graph may represent an-
other graph.

• Parallelism: A dataflow program states an abun-
dance of parallelism thanks to the explicit exposition of
the concurrency. In its structural view, the dataflow
model presents three potential degrees of parallelism
(task, data and pipeline) that can be applied to differ-
ent granularities of description.

• Portability: The heterogeneity of multimedia devices
makes portability an interesting properties of multime-
dia applications. High-level dataflow-based descrip-
tions aim to be compiled in lower-level languages in
order to bridge the gap between the existing program-
ming models.

2.2 Innovative development framework
During the last twenty years, several new programming

languages based on dataflow models were proposed by the
scientific community to solve a large panel of problems, from
parallel programming to signal processing, but only a few
have been emerging enough to be involved in the develop-
ment of real world applications. One of them, the CAL Ac-
tor Language (CAL) [5], is particularly interesting due to the
practicality offered by the language specification and the ex-
pressiveness offered by its ability to describe data-dependent
behavior specified by the dynamic dataflow Model of Com-
putation [10].

Reconfigurable Media Coding (RMC) [3] is an innovative
framework introduced by MPEG to overcome the lack of
interoperability between the several video codecs deployed
in the market. The framework is dedicated to the develop-
ment of video coding tools in a modular and reusable fash-
ion thanks to dataflow programming. The inclusion of a
subset of CAL in the RMC framework enables the devel-
opment of several video decoders along other applications
using dataflow programming.

3. FULL DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT
The development of multimedia applications, such as video

codecs, is a time-consuming and error-prone task due to the
complexity of the algorithm and the variety of the multime-
dia devices. The development of those applications is even
getting harder since the emergence of parallel platforms, as a

consequence of frequency wall, due to the difficulties to syn-
chronize the different tasks, balance their loads, etc. Con-
sequently, the need for efficient development methods and
tools is becoming increasingly important to meet the time-
to-market requirement:

1. Assisted writing of the applications: The devel-
opment of applications is made easier thanks to an
Integrated Development Environment.

2. Fast validation of the code: A fast functional veri-
fication is making possible by the integrated simulator.

3. Develop once, run everywhere: The embedded
trans-compiler is able to generate both hardware and
software code from a single description that can be ex-
ecuted on large panel of platform thanks to the avail-
ability of dedicated runtime libraries.

3.1 Rich eclipse-based editors
Orcc is delivered with an entire Eclipse-based Integrated

Development Environment (IDE) presented in Figure 1, mak-
ing easier the development of RVC-based applications thanks
to graphical interfaces. This environment is composed of two
dedicated editors to handle both hierarchical levels, actor
and network, of dataflow programming:

First, an intuitive graph editor that enables fast and
easy building of the actor network using visual program-
ming. A few mouse clicks are sufficient to create a node and
assign it to an existing component from the project, or to
create an edge that represents the communication channels
between two nodes. The editor also supports hierarchical
representation, assigning a whole subnetwork to a graph
node, and hierarchical navigation, opening a subnetwork
with a simple click on a graph node.

Finally, a full-blown RVC-CAL editor with advanced
features, such as syntax coloring, content assist and code
validation for helping the development of the actors. Based
on the Xtext framework [4], Orcc implements all features ex-
pected for a modern and efficient Domain-Specific Language
editor. The development environment is able to parse the
actors and build their intermediate representation on-the-
fly, in a incremental fashion, allowing fast simulation and
compilation.

3.2 Integrated simulator
Additionally to the editors, Orcc brings a complete Java-

based simulator which allows developers to quickly test their
applications without taking in consideration low-level de-
tails relative to the target platform. The simulator can be
launched directly from eclipse to execute any RVC-CAL ap-
plication. Indeed, the simulator simply interprets our in-
termediate representation of networks and actors, but it is
however able to perform all basic interactions required to
perform a functional validation, such as displaying text, im-
ages or videos to the screen.

3.3 Multi-target development tools
Orcc is delivered with a compiler and a runtime library

that allows to write a single description of the application
to target a variety of executing platforms such as General-
Purpose Processors, FPGAs, embedded processors and so
on.



Figure 1: The Graph and RVC-CAL editors integrated into Eclipse IDE

Efficient dataflow trans-compiler.
The Orcc’s compiler is able to translate a unique high-

level dataflow program, written in RVC-CAL, into an equiv-
alent description in both hardware and software languages
for various platforms. A specific compiler back-end has been
written to tackle each configuration case:

• Two software back-ends that generates C/C++ pro-
grams with multi-core abilities usable on most of the
programmable processors [12]. A rapid prototyping
can additionally be perform on static applications [9].

• Two hardware back-ends using well-known High-Level
Synthesis tools to generate synthesizable HDL code for
FPGA and ASIC implementations [1, 2].

• A back-end that targets embedded multi-core plat-
forms [13]. The back-end is implemented as an entire
co-design flow built upon the TCE toolset [7] that gen-
erates the software code as well as the hardware design
that executes it.

• Two back-ends that produce libraries of compo-
nents (in LLVM bitcode and Java), to implement the
Abstract Decoder Model of the RMC framework [3].
The libraries of components are then used to perform
adaptive execution based on virtual machine mecha-
nism [8].

Each back-end is fully configurable using a set of param-
eters that affects the generated code. For example, the C
back-end can use different scheduling strategies to execute
a network of actors [14].

Additionally, some advanced analysis dedicated to dataflow
applications can be performed during the compilation. A

dynamic analysis, called actor classification [11], can de-
tect predictable behavior within a network that may allow
compile-time optimization such as static actors scheduling.
Another analysis, based on model-checking techniques [6],
can prune all unreachable execution paths to remove the
unnecessary tests and accelerate the execution.

Cross-platform runtime library.
To allow developers creating full featured applications ex-

ecutable on any platform, Orcc defines a set of native func-
tions callable from any CAL actor. Each one of these func-
tions is implemented in a library exported at compile-time
with the application, depending on the back-end used to
produce source code. With these methods, developers are
able to perform some basic I/O actions, such as opening and
reading a file on disk, or initializing a window and sending
raw data to display frames of a video sequence. All native
functions available in Orcc library are implemented in the
simulator as well.

4. RESULTS
This section presents the practicality of our development

tool supported by the number of multimedia applications
developed within it.

Library of applications.
Orcc is delivered with tens of open-source multimedia ap-

plications, developed by its community, that clearly demon-
strate the ability of the environment to develop all kind of
applications, from simple algorithm to complex system.

Additionally, these applications involve a large panel of
domains in the multimedia including: Video compression
with, for example, the descriptions of an MPEG-4 part 2



SP decoder, An MPEG-4 AVC decoder with 2 profiles, and
an HEVC decoder; Image compression with the descrip-
tion of JPEG and JPEG2000 decoders; File compression
(GZIP decoder); Cryptography (AES, DES, SHA); Dig-
ital radio (Zigbee protocol); Digital filtering (FIR and
IIR filters); And so on.

Scalable performances of the applications.
We have experimented the 3 video decoders, including the

one implementing the new High Efficiency Video Coding
standard. The processor used during these experiments is an
Intel Xeon W3530 composed of 4 homogeneous cores clocked
at 2.8GHz. The processor is executing the compiled source
code generating by the C back-end of Orcc. The experiments
have been made from the following 720P sequences contain-
ing I/P/B frames: Old town cross (25fps and 6Mbps) for
MPEG-4 Part 2; A Place at the Table (25fps and 6Mbps) for
MPEG-4 AVC; Four People (60fps and 1Mbps) for MPEG
HEVC.

Number of cores 1 2 4

MPEG-4 Part 2 30 54 93
MPEG AVC / H.264 4 7 12
MPEG HEVC / H.265 13 24 25

Table 1: Scalable video decoding frame rates (FPS)
on a desktop multi-core processor

The results show that the RVC-CAL descriptions of the
3 video decoders can naturally take advantage of the multi-
core processor thanks to their explicit parallelism by offer-
ing scalable frame rates. Since the HEVC decoder is still
under development, it does not yet fully take advantage of
the parallel processing capabilities, even if its usage with 2
cores already allow to display a video sequence at real-time
performance.

5. CONCLUSION
Orcc is a complete development environment, now used by

industrials and research laboratories worldwide, that aims
to make easier the development of multimedia applications.
Based on dataflow programming that enables flexibility, scal-
ability and portability, and especially on the RVC-CAL lan-
guage that offers expressiveness and practicality, Orcc pro-
vides a set of tools that accelerates the development of mul-
timedia applications in order to meet the requirement of the
time-to-market.
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